
AGREEMENT BETWEEN  

   Arctic Chalet Ltd. and 

ADOPTION AGREEMENT 
This agreement documents the transfer of ownership of the  

DOG named:  

from Judi Falsnes of Arctic Chalet Ltd. to the  

Adopter named: 

The agreement shall remain in effect for the life of the dog. 

Arctic Chalet Details  
Name: Judi Falsnes 
Phone number: +1.867 777 3535  
Address: 25 Carn Street,  
Box 1099 (postal address) 
Inuvik NT Canada, X0E 0T0 
Email: judi@arcticchalet.com 

Adopter’s Details 
Name: 
Phone number:  
Address:  
Email:  
Dog’s Name:  
Age:          years old      DOB:  
Breed:  White Husky  (Siberian/Malamute cross) 
Sex:  
Spayed or Neutered -       
Colour/Description:  White with blue eyes 
Vet Name:  Chris Lamb 
Last Rabies Vaccination:  June 14, 2018 
Known health conditions (if applicable):  Excellent  
Other Information/Details (if applicable):  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Rehoming Transaction Details 

An adoption fee of $     will be collected from the Adopting Family before shipping 
the dog.   A $250 deposit will be collected for the use of the kennel for the flight 
before the travel date and will be returned when the kennel arrives  back in Inuvik.  

Arctic Chalet 

I warrant that I am the lawful owner of the dog, able to convey the ownership of 
this dog to another home. 

I agree to provide the Adopting Family with the medical and behaviour notes for 
the animal that is going to be adopted. 

We at Arctic Chalet believe that each animal is special and considered to be a part 
of the Arctic Chalet family. Should you have any issues or concerns, please feel 
free to contact us for advice and guidance.  

Any personal information collected is only used by Arctic Chalet for the purpose 
defined at the time of the collection or a use that complies with these purposes. We 
do not share your information with any third parties.  

 
Adopting Family 

I agree this dog shall be treated with respect and love at all times. The dog will live 
in the house with the rest of the family or in a pen outside with a suitable dog 
house for shelter, and will not be forced to live constantly in isolation and 
confinement (no chains or tethers). 

I agree that I will care for this dog in a safe, humane and responsible manner, and 
as a family pet and companion. The dog will have appropriate food, water, shelter, 
regular vet care, medical care, exercise and socialization for the duration of his/her 
life. I understand that proper food, shelter and veterinary care could be costly and 
am able to meet these requirements. 

I agree to assume all financial responsibilities and costs associated with the 
physical and emotional health and well-being of the dog for the remainder of the 
dog’s lifespan. 
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I understand that the dog  may require additional vaccination(s), deworming 
treatment(s), medical care and vet care after adoption. Any follow up vaccinations/
deworming, 

medical or vet care needed is the responsibility of the ADOPTER to complete for 
their adopted dog. 

Arctic Chalet cannot guarantee the health or temperament of the animal. Arctic 
Chalet assumes no responsibility or liability for the behaviour or any damages 
caused by the adopted animal to property, person(s) or other pets. If any medical 
problems should occur after adoption, Arctic Chalet is not liable for any medical 
bills. As Adopter, I agree to accept full responsibility for the care of this animal, 
releasing Arctic Chalet Ltd. and its representatives of any liability from this date 
forward. 

I agree to not breed this dog and to spray/neuter  this dog (if not already). If I 
purchase a puppy, I agree to spay a female at 5-6 months of age, before her first 
heat, and to neuter a male at 9 months.   
I agree this dog shall not be subject to de-barking, tail-docking, or ear-cropping.  
I agree that I will not use this dog for a guard dog or to protect an illegal operation. 
I agree to license the animal in compliance with the laws and ordinances enforced 
in the municipality in which I reside. 

I hereby agree that the adoption fee helps to cover the current owner’s expense of 
raising and caring for the animal and is not refundable. 

I agree that I will be responsible for any and all shipping costs associated with the 
transport of the dog to my home. If needed, Arctic Chalet can make travel 
arrangements for the dog.  

I understand it is recommended that this pet shall wear a collar or harness with 
identification tags with my current contact information including name and up to 
date phone number at all times and within 24 hours of adoption . 

I understand that by adopting this dog I assume all responsibilities for the actions 
of said dog, including any actions that cause, directly or indirectly, injury, damage, 
harm, or fatality to person, including myself, or animal, or harm, disrepair, damage, 
or injury to any property, either my own or that of another individual. I hereby 
release, hold harmless and forever discharge Arctic Chalet from any liability, 
financial or otherwise, related to the acts of said dog related, but not limited to, 
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aggression, inadequate training, control, or supervision of the dog at any time, 
under any circumstances.  

I hereby release, hold harmless and forever discharge Arctic Chalet from liability 
and responsibility should this dog damage my own property or the property of 
others in the future. I assume all risks and liability arising from ownership of my 
adopted dog. 

I hereby understand and agree that the current owner makes no representations or 
warranties, expressed or implied, about the above mentioned animal's temperament 
and is hereby absolved from any liability for future damages or injuries caused by 
said animal. 

I understand that previous temperament is not always an indication of future 
temperament. 

I also understand and agree that the current owner further gives no guarantees, 
expressed or implied, of the suitability of the animal to the Adopter and/or his 
family. 

I understand that certain breeds of dogs may be subject to restrictions under the 
terms of my homeowners’ or renters insurance policy or applicable laws and rules 
in my area. I am aware of any said restrictions and fully accept any responsibility 
for compliance with these. I agree to release, hold harmless and forever discharge 
Arctic Chalet from liability due to any failure on my behalf to comply with any 
laws, rules or regulations related to dog ownership in my area, including but not 
limited to leash laws, laws regarding stray animals, laws regarding licensing, laws 
regarding number of animals, and laws regarding dangerous dogs.   

I acknowledge that Arctic Chalet has provided me with the medical and behaviour 
notes for the animal I am interested in adopting. I have read and understand both 
medical and behaviour notes and if desired, I have had the notes reviewed by my 
own vet prior to finalizing the adoption agreement. 
Welcoming an animal into my home is a huge commitment. I keep in mind that any 
change, even a positive one such as moving to a new home, is stressful for animals. 
It can take an animal days and even weeks to fully settle into their new home. 
During this period of time I will be patient, understanding and willing to work with 
my newly adopted animal while this transition into his/her new life and home is 
taking place. 
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I hereby agree that the above described animal is being adopted by me solely as a 
pet for myself and my family.   

I have read, understand and agree to all of the acknowledgements listed above. I 
certify that the information that I have provided on this form is true and correct . 

These terms and conditions are entered into and agreed upon by both  Arctic Chalet 
and the Adopter and they acknowledge the moral and legal worth of this contract.  
I understand that this adoption contract will be used in conjunction with my 
adoption application as one binding agreement. This includes all terms and 
information that I have supplied on the adoption application. 

I enter into this agreement of my own free will and understand that this is a binding 
contract enforceable by civil law.  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Signature:  _____________________ 
Print Name:  Judi Falsnes 
Date:  ________________  

Signature:  _____________________ 
Print Name:  
Date:  ________________ 

 ▪ Current owner is defined here as Judi Falsnes of the Arctic Chalet Ltd. 
 ▪ Adopter is defined here as the person who accepts for adoption the above 

described animal.  
 ▪ Adopting family is defined here as the person who accepts for adoption the 

above described animal.  
 ▪ Adoption fees: Adoption fees vary on the age of the dog and his/her health 

and behaviour.   


